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Energy Economics background: Markets, Definitions, Properties and 
Assumptions 

























































Market equilibrium and shift in demand and supply 
























Market structure and competition 
















Energy commodities, energy balance, intensity indicators and input-output 
calculations 
 








Exercise E2: EU energy balance and energy commodities:  
 
EU energy balance: Individual exercise 
Energy balance - EU-27 - 2004
                                                
ktoe Solid fuels Crude oil Oil products Gas
Hydro., 
Nucl. Elec. Heat Biomass Total
PRIMARY PRODUCTION 203000 145740 202960 300380 1340 80980 934400
Imports 155420 658910 270430 295540 24130 1610 1406040
Exports -29520 -91370 -262500 -60630 -24770 -1170 -469970
Marine bunkers -49050 -49050
Stock variations -190 -2830 1390 -2820 -70 -4530
PRIMARY CONS. 328710 710450 -39730 435040 300380 -640 1330 81360 1816890
Refineries -400 -757140 760320 -130 2660
Power plants -243700 0 -31400 -120400 -300380 282790 49450 -25410 -389040
Own use, losses -18360 46730 -88950 -24580 -48440 4550 -3460 -132510
FINAL CONSUMPTION 66270 600260 289940 233710 55330 52530 1298040
    industry 54340 47730 104040 96690 11940 17450 332180
    transport 10 358600 470 6270 2000 367350
    households, services 10720 96840 171460 130760 43390 33080 486260











































Energy and input-output techniques 











Flows of goods and services
Agriculture Manufacturing Services Final demand Production
Agriculture 50 10 10 200 270
Manufacturing 25 100 20 300 445
Services 25 30 10 150 215
Imports 5 50 10 250
Primary inputs 165 255 165
270 445 215 900
For each producing sectors rows represents supply of the 
sector output to other sectors and final demand






Three categories of primary inputs (or value added) are now 
included in the table
Agriculture Manufacturing Services Final demand Production
Agriculture 50 10 10 200 270
Manufacturing 25 100 20 300 445
Services 25 30 10 150 215
Imports 5 50 10 250
Employees 65 150 120
Capital owners 100 100 25
Indirect taxes 5 20
270 445 215 900
 
Imports
The import row can be divided as a matrix on import goods or
divided on goods produced in the same sectors as the 
domestic ones
Agriculture Manufacturing Services Final demand Production
Agriculture 50 10 10 200 270
Manufacturing 25 100 20 300 445
Services 25 30 10 150 215
Agricul. Imports 5 5 100
Manuf. Imports 5 40 5 100
Services imports 5 50
Primary inputs 165 255 165












Agriculture 50 10 10 100 10 90 270
Manufacturing 25 100 20 100 25 50 125 445
Services 25 30 10 120 10 20 215
Imports 5 50 10 125 25 50 50
Primary inputs 165 255 165
270 445 215 445 70 100 285
 
Coefficient matrix
The coefficient matrix is given by the element-wise dividing 
the inputs in each sector with total production for that 
sector 
Agriculture Manufacturing Services
Agriculture 0.19 0.02 0.05
Manufacturing 0.09 0.22 0.09
Services 0.09 0.07 0.05
Imports 0.02 0.11 0.05
Primary inputs 0.61 0.57 0.77
1 1 1
That means 19% of inputs in agriculture is agricultural 
products and only 2% is imports





The Leontief inverse matrix (I-Ag)-1  is the inverse matrix of an 
identity matrix I minus the coefficient matrix Ag (the red 
part of the table in the previous slide)
Agriculture Manufacturing Services
Agriculture 1.24 0.04 0.06
Manufacturing 0.16 1.31 0.14
Services 0.13 0.10 1.06
Total 1.54 1.44 1.26





Exercise F2: Replicate the Inverse matrix with the excel file ‘IO-data and exercise raw’ 
Energy matrix
Energy matrices can be combined with input output matrices 
An energy matrix could look as the following with numbers in 
some common measure (TJ, TOE)
Energy matrix final use
Electricity Natural gas Diesel Other fuels
Agriculture 50 0 30 30
Manufacturing 400 30 100 100
Services 150 5 200 100
Production input 600 35 330 230
Energy coefficients/intensity
Electricity Natural gas DieselOther fuels
Agriculture 0.19 0.00 0.11 0.11
Manufactur 0.90 0.07 0.22 0.22
Services 0.70 0.02 0.93 0.47
 











































Competition, Liberalization and Internationalization 






















































































































































































Q t=3Q t=1Q t=2
Which load is the most 
likely q1, q2 or q3




























Market failure, public goods and externalities 
 










































Local and global pollution problems 












Externalities and health costs 














































































































Coal (60%) and natural gas (40%) 
Electricity production: 1808 GWh 
Coal (95%) and bio waste (5%) 
Electricity production: 1450 GWh 
Desulphurisation and de-NOx 
Municipal waste 
Electricity production: 83 GWh 
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Regulation and economic instruments for environmental protection 

























































































































































Energy demand components and instruments for final energy demand 
reduction 


















































































































Assignment for 45003 Fall 2010 
The assignment is individual and you must hand in your own version, but you are free to discuss with 
others. The assignment should be about 7‐10 (max 10) pages and the deadline is Friday October 15 in 
the campusnet assignment module. You are free to allocate pages for the different questions. They are 
of different size. If there are questions or you want clarifications, please send me a mail no later than 
October 7 and I will collect and answer collectively.  
1:  Compare energy intensity indicators for your home country and the US. Provide indicator time series 
for at least 15 years and comment.  Discuss the difference between development for electricity 
intensities and for total energy. If you have problems finding relevant data for your country, please 
choose another. 
Some possible sources are: 
http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/iea/ 
http://data.un.org/Data.aspx?d=SNAAMA&f=grID%3a102%3bcurrID%3aUSD%3bp
cFlag%3a0%3bitID%3a24 
Others: OECD, IEA, EUROSTAT 
For some of the sources comparable numbers are converted using PPP. These can be used, but be aware 
that the levels for intensities are different from intensities based only on currency conversion. 
 Which factors contribute to explaining the change in intensity over time? 
 How does a change in the structure of an economy affect the intensities? 
 If GDP energy intensity is projected constant for the next 10 years and we assume GDP growth 
of 3% annually what does that imply for the energy consumption ? 
 
2: Energy market types 
Consider two energy markets: The two markets should be considered separate. 
 Crude oil 
 Natural gas 
 
a) How are the basic preconditions for establishing a competitive market for these two products 
fulfilled? 
b) Which kind of structural changes could contribute to fulfilling the competitive preconditions  
54 
 
c) If we could make crude oil markets a perfect competition market how would the environment be 
affected relative to a oligopoly situation?  
 
3: Equilibrium price in competitive market with 3 producers:  
The market we are examining is assumed to be competitive even though there are only three producers 
that make up the supply side. This means we assume there will be no strategic behavior from producers. 
 
Producer 1: Cost           C(q) = 0.75q2+2q+ 2 ;       
Producer 2: Cost           C(q) = 2 q+3;        q max = 4 
Producer 3: Cost           C(q) = 1.5 q+1;      q max = 2 
Demand is inelastic in case A  
D(“p”) = 5 
 What will the equilibrium price be on this market? 
 What is the profit for each producer? 
 Is this a long term equilibrium and will the market be characterised with the same producers in 
the long term?  
Assume now that demand becomes more elastic 
D(p) = 12‐ 4.5 p0.3  
 What is the new equilibrium, with this demand curve? 
 Does this change the profits for producers? 
 What could make the demand curve shift outwards in time?  
 Is there in general a difference for a monopolist that face an inelastic demand curve or a more 
elastic demand curve as the last one used in this question? 
 Explain how the need for regulation of markets with market power (oligopoly) is related to the 
characteristics of demand curves. Is the need for public regulation most important if demand is 
elastic or inelastic? 
4: Discuss how the price of LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas) is related to  
 other energy prices  
 technological progress 
 competing uses for its raw materials 
 macroeconomic growth 
 storage capacities 
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If cross price elasticity with natural gas (piped) is 5 and natural gas price increase 10% while LNG only 
6%, what will be the effect on LNG demand. (You don’t have to consider the own price elasticity.) 
 
5: Examining a load curve illustrated in fig 1.  
How are power prices corresponding to the hours in duration curve A related to the total generation 
capacity represented by C1 and C2.  
 Discuss how peak load, base load and intermediate load power plants are affected if capacity is 
reduced permanently from C1 to C2 by decommissioning of old power plants. The 
decommissioning of plants does not change the composition of plants on peak, intermediate 
and base load types.  
 Compare two duration curves A and B from fig 1.  
 Which one is representing the largest system? 
 Could the introduction of wind power be the reason for a shift from A to B? 
 Would the change from A to B affect the composition of peak, intermediate and base load 
plants in the long term? 
 How would volatility of electricity prices be affected by a shift from A to B? 
 Would average power prices in the long run be highest with duration curve shape like A or B? 
 Where would You place the hours in the duration curve that a large CHP coal based plant in 
Denmark is generating?   
 Draw a load profile for the 24 hours of a day in the middle of the week and note to which part of 
the load duration curve the different parts of the profile belongs to 
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 Figure 1gs to 
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Figure 2 Load duration curves and total power capacity 
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